THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONTEST – KONKURS JĘZYKA ANGIELSKIEGO
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EAGLES

Klasy II – IV szkół ponadgimnazjalnych
Czas trwania konkursu – 75 minut
Podczas konkursu nie wolno używać żadnych pomocy naukowych!

Good Luck!
Pytania po 3 punkty

1. Aren’t these beautiful flowers?
A) Yes, are they?
B) No, aren’t they?

C) Yes, aren’t they?
D) No, they are!

2. I didn’t know he ….. the class until his sister told me.
A) left

B) has left

C) leave

D) had left

3. There are ….. correct abbreviations.
Richard – Dick
Nicola – Nick
A) 2

Robert – Rick
William – Bill
B) 3

Victoria – Vicki
Timothy – Tom
C) 4

D) 5

4. There are ……synonyms:
exactly – precisely
finally – eventually
shortly – quickly
A) 5

likely – probably
annually – yearly
couple – pair

B) 6

mark – grade
lastly – lately

C) 7

D) 8

5. The “Can we come to you on holiday?”
A) “It’s a date!”

C) “Now and again.”

B) “Holiday’s out.”

D) “What a holiday!”

6. “I won’t do it , ….. !”
A) full stop

B) I will

C) or not

D) perhaps

C) home affairs

D) foreign affairs

7. The Secretary of State in the USA deals with:
A) finance

B) commerce

8. Someone who keeps in touch with someone in another country by e-mail we call ….. .
A) key pal

B) pen pal

C) screen pal
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D) dot com

9. In The Tempest, after his wife’s death, Prospero turned more and more to his studies of:
A) Arts and ancient wisdom

C) Arts and ancient myths

B) Love and ancient wisdom

D) Arts and algebra

10. In The Tempest, Caliban was not:
A) Sycorax’s son

C) a servant to Prospero and Miranda

B) a half monster

D) the former king of the island
Pytania po 4 punkty

11. Every so often she rang one of the salesmen and checked the price.
A) very often

B) sometimes

C) every day

D) seldom

12. The two footballers were expelled from the pitch because they were fighting with ….. .
A) themselves

B) each other

C) one another

D) them

13. Visitors are kindly requested to ….. from taking photographs inside the museum.
A) elapse

B) refrain

C) endeavour

D) grant

14. All electors will receive a card containing details of the ….. station they should go to to vote.
A) counting

B) train

C) polling

D) noting

15. ”Donna, did you hit it off with James?”
“Yes,…... .”
A) we fought like mad

C) he is definitely my type.

B) it was a hit all right

D) I bumped into him the other day

16. Liz didn’t have a new dress for the party, so she had to make ….. with her old one.
A) a habit

B) most

C) point

D) do

17. In England you dial number 1471 to:
A) call in emergency

C) find out who phoned you last

B) arrange a blind date

D) order food

18. The President of the USA can be re-elected …
A) once

B) twice

C) three times

D) no limits

19. Match the description with the characters appearing in The Tempest:
1. “short, with thick arms and legs, extremely large forehead, dirty, long hair”
2. “golden hair, white face, dark eyes”
3. “old, lines on his face, grey beard, cloak with suns and moons, circles and strange shapes on it”
4. “long dark hair, an oval face, brown rich but old dress”
5. “brightly coloured clothes”
6. “fine servant’s clothes”

A) 1f, 2c, 3a, 4d, 5e, 6b

C) 1f, 2d, 3a, 4c, 5b, 6e

B) 1f, 2d, 3a, 4c, 5e, 6b

D) 1b, 2d, 3a, 4c, 5f, 6e
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a. Prospero
b. Trinculo
c. Miranda
d. Ariel
e. Stephano
f. Caliban

20. In The Tempest, while in the merry company of Trinculo and Stephano, Caliban suggests
killing Prospero, but not with a:
A) knife

B) log

C) spear

D) sword
Pytania po 5 punktów

21. The correct order is:
1

NOT

2

WHO

3

STOPS

4

EVEN

5

TO

6

BE

7

GOOD

8

BETTER

9

IS

10

11

HE

TRYING

A) 2,3,6,7,11,9,1,4,8,5,10

C) 11,2,3,10,5,6,8,9,1,4,7

B) 2,9,1,7,5,6,8,11,4,3,10

D) 11,9,2,4,3,10,5,6,1,8,7

22. In the following words there are …. different ways of pronouncing the letter ‘e’.
later, memorable, pleasant, chicken, news, stone, immediately
A) 3

B) 4

C) 5

D) 6

23. Alberto lost his temper. He ….. .
A) barked up the wrong tree

C) found it hard to make ends meet

B) flew off the handle

D) really kicked the bucket

24. The following abbreviations stand for:
1. JFK
2. MBA
3. CEO
4. ATM
5. GCSE
6. IOU
7. GNP

a. a measure of national wealth
b. debts
c. type of machine enabling customers to withdraw money from bank account
d. top job in a company
e. managerial qualifications
f. certificate of secondary education in Britain
g. an airport or a president

A) 1e, 2a, 3b, 4g, 5c, 6d, 7f

C) 1g, 2e, 3d, 4f, 5c, 6a, 7b

B) 1e, 2d, 3c, 4a, 5f, 6b, 6g

D) 1g, 2e, 3d, 4c, 5f, 6b, 7a

25. Jack: ”Well, Emma, in case I don’t see you later on, it was nice knowing you.”
Emma: “….. .”
A) You too

C) Just as well

B) Me too

D) Oh, it was nothing, thanks

26. The text is about a(n):
Always puzzled why so many people stuttered and hesitated when confronted with the silence of the
waiting tape, he was very happy to talk to the anonymous quietness; relaxed in the knowledge that he
would not be interrupted, that he could put across what he wanted to say in his own time and without the
distractions of any interjections before he had finished.

A) radio programme

B) answering machine C) lecture
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D) sermon

27. The most important Welsh national festival - an annual gallery of dances, poets and musicians,
is held in:
A) Cardiff

B) Eisteddfod

C) Swansea

D) Newport

28. An important feature of European ….. system is the existence of provisions that guarantee
a minimum level of resources.
A) health care

B) welfare

C) insurance

D) social protection

29. The highlighted word in the crossword referring to The Tempest is:
A) a literature specialist

C) a servant

B) a member of a body that advises the ruler

D) a close royal relative

1. to laugh at someone, often by copying
them in an amusing but unkind way
2. a member of the highest social class
3. a man with the highest social rank outside
the royal family, or the ruler of a small
independent country
4. the officer on a ship responsible for
looking after the ship’s equipment
5. of or from a long time ago
6. good sense and judgement based on your
experience and life
7. the state of continuing to live or exist
8. having an official power to control a
country and its people
9. to make someone feel calmer and more
hopeful by being kind and sympathetic
10. a man in the past whose job was to tell
jokes and make people laugh

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

30. In the sentences taken from The Tempest, the missing words are:
A) of, into, of, for, with, with, to, else, in, to, on, to, for
B) of, to, of, for, with, with, to, else, in, to, further, to, on
C) about, to, from, for, with, with, to, else, in, to, less, to, for
D) about, to, from, of, with, with, more, in, for, further, for, on
“They have turned against you because of your ugly crime, which I now accuse and remind you …..”
“Prospero raised his arms ….. the sky”
“Gonzalo, trustworthy friend, welcome! I cry tears ….. joy to see you.”
“ And he had been thinking about his hate that had led him to swear …..revenge, almost every day for years.”
“But be careful! Treat her ….. respect through all your years of marriage and life together. Do not be
unfaithful ….. her or ….. you will regret it!”
“They stopped, as still as statues, staring ….. amazement at Prospero’s stony face.”
“I am sorry for what I did ….. you”
“Be careful you two! I know ALL about your plan. But if you give it up, I will say nothing …..”
“I will bow ….. the Fate”
“Her soft music had a calming effect ….. everybody.”
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